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Amendment 402 grouped with Amendments 378, 399,400 & 401(new offence of 
stalking/threatening, alarming or distressing behaviour); 
Amendment 10 grouped with Amendment 10A (sentencing for knife crime);  
Amendment 8 grouped with Amendments 8A-8D, 9 & 9A (new offences in 
relation to paid-for sexual activity) 

 
Preliminary 
1. The Scottish Justices Association (SJA) is glad to receive the opportunity to 

provide written evidence on the above Amendments. However, it regrets the brief 
period allowed for the production of such comments. 
 

2. Also, it suggests that, where new criminal offences are contemplated, in the 
absence of an emergency, they are better introduced into a Bill at the initial 
stage, after consultation, and with reference in the Policy Memorandum and 
Explanatory Notes, to allow fuller discussion.  

 
New offence of stalking/threatening, alarming or distressing behaviour 
3.  It will be recalled that the previous Scottish Executive undertook a Consultation 

on stalking and harassment a few years ago1. This considered four options, one 
of which was “to introduce a more radical, new statutory offence to deal 
specifically with stalking and harassment”2. The arguments for and against were 
canvassed3, and it noted that “a statutory offence might reduce the flexibility 
offered by the common law without obvious compensation”4. It also observed that 
there was difficulty of definition, for “[a]ny definition would have to be drawn very 
generally if it were not to exclude a wide range of [objectionable] behaviour”5, and 
questioned whether any difference would be made in practice and whether any 
benefits would be “substantive or presentational”6.  
 

4. The Consultation concluded that “the case for creating a new offence is not clear-
cut” and that “the Scots common law [of breach of the peace, and of uttering 

                                                            
1 Scottish Executive Stalking and Harassment Consultation Paper (2000) (“Stalking and Harassment 
Consultation”). 
2 Stalking and Harassment Consultation, para 25. 
3 Stalking and Harassment Consultation, paras 40-47. 
4 Stalking and Harassment Consultation, para 45. 
5 Stalking and Harassment Consultation, para 45. 
6 Stalking and Harassment Consultation, para 47. 
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threats] appears to enable the court to deal with the relevant type of offending 
behaviour and, if appropriate, hand down severe penalties”7. 
 

5. This conclusion was re-inforced by the research commissioned thereafter8, which 
found that “there is little enthusiasm among practitioners (or victims) for a 
change in current legislative arrangements”9 (emphasis added). It concluded that 
more effective use of “breach of the peace” by police and procurator fiscals was 
the appropriate way forward10. 
 

6. It may be that the redefinition of “breach of the peace” arising out of the line of 
cases including Smith v Donnelly 2001 SLT 1007, Paterson v HM Advocate 2008 
SLT 465 and Harris v HM Advocate 2009 S.L.T. 1078 means that the offence 
might not cover some examples of the behaviour in consideration. There is also 
certainly a “fair labelling” argument that the inherent vagueness of “breach of the 
peace” should be departed from. But, particularly because the conclusion of the 
Consultation was against new legislation, and the subsequent research agreed, it 
is suggested that, if a new offence is proposed, it should be preceded by 
consultation in advance of a Bill, rather than at Stage 2. 
 

7. In any case, important drafting problems remain for, as the Consultation Paper 
remarked “What do we mean by stalking or harassment? There are no clear-cut 
definitions ...” 11. There are precedents for a definition, in that the Protection from 
Harassment Act 1997, s8, permits civil “non-harassment” orders (breach of which 
is an offence, incidentally), and the same Act, in s1, creates an offence of 
“harassment” in England and Wales (though interestingly, the definitions of 
harassment for these purposes are not identical). However, neither Amendment 
408 nor Amendment 378 follows either of those precedents (though clearly some 
phrases have been picked from them), and a multiplicity of different definitions is 
of itself unfortunate. (It is also worth noting that the Draft Criminal Code for 
Scotland12 includes offences of “violent and alarming behaviour”13 and “intrusive 
and alarming behaviour”14 which appear likely to cover the behaviour in question, 
and might be considered). 

 
8. Both Amendments are drafted in considerable detail. It is not possible or 

appropriate to make detailed drafting suggestions. However, it is suggested that 
                                                            
7 Stalking and Harassment Consultation, para 45. 
8 S.Morris, S.Anderson & L.Murray Stalking and Harassment in Scotland (Crime and Criminal Justice 
Research Programme, Research Findings No. 676/2002) (Scottish Executive), 2002 (“Stalking and 
Harassment Research”). 
9 Stalking and Harassment Research, p3 (“Conclusions”). 
10 Stalking and Harassment Research, pp3-4 (“Conclusions”). 
11 Stalking and Harassment Consultation, para 4. 
12 E.Clive, P.Ferguson, C.Gane and A.McCall-Smith A Draft Criminal Code for Scotland (SO 2003) 
(“Draft Criminal Code”). 
13 Draft Criminal Code, s49. 
14 Draft Criminal Code, s50. 
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the Amendment 402 (“stalking”) offence may preserve the vagueness of “breach 
of the peace” insofar as it can turn in part on the concept of “physical or 
psychological harm” (subsection (2)(c)(i)) caused by a course of conduct which 
the alleged perpetrator “ought, in all the circumstances to have known ... would 
be likely to cause such harm ...” (subsection (4)). The approximate equivalent in 
the Amendment 378 offence may be preferred insofar as it rests on the concepts 
of “fear for the safety of any person” and being “alarmed or distressed” 
(subsection (1)(a)(i),(ii)).  

 
9. On the other hand, the former restricts itself to the effect on the complainant, 

whereas the latter includes “fear for the safety of any person” (emphasis added), 
and the alleged perpetrator’s “behaviour [need not be] directed at anyone in 
particular” (subsection (3)(a)), and need not “actually [cause] anyone fear, alarm 
or distress” and can be “in public or private” (subsection (3)(c)(i),(ii)). 

 
10. In short, detailed consideration of either version (and of the further relevant 

Amendments) is necessary to reasonably ensure that the proposed offence 
reasonably accurately hits its target (though, given the debate as to what is 
meant by “stalking” or “harassment”, touched upon in the earlier Consultation, 
this exercise is made more difficult uncertainty as to what the precise target of 
either proposal actually is). 

 
11. The SJA concludes that, although it is by no means unwelcoming of a new 

offence of broadly this nature, in the absence of an emergency, these proposals 
should be put out for full consultation. 

 
Minimum sentence for knife crime 
12. Both amendments seek to impose a minimum sentence on conviction of an 

offence under s49 of the Criminal Law (Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 1995 by a 
person of 16 or over. One would make the minimum 6 months “unless the court is 
of the opinion that there are exceptional circumstances relating to the offence or 
the offender which justify not doing so”. The other would make it two years 
“unless the court, having regard to all the circumstances, that there are grounds 
for mitigating the normal consequences of the conviction and thinks fit to order 
the offender to be imprisoned for a shorter period or not to order the offender to 
be imprisoned”. 

 
13. Minimum sentences can be seen to be, in principle, inappropriate , even when 

accompanied by “exceptional case” provisions. This is because they tend to 
reflect feeling in relation to high profile cases, and possibly because they assume 
that mimima constitute a deterrent. High profile cases are, of course, almost 
certainly atypical, and mean that either the minimum operates on cases which 
were not envisaged, or the “exceptional case” provisions have frequently to be 
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invoked. Whether minimum sentences are in practice a deterrent is an empirical 
question, and it is not known if any studies suggest that such a minimum would 
have any effect in cases of this type. 

 
14. In any case, as it is likely that the Sentencing Commission will be set up in the 

near future, and its guidelines will be produced after input from the Government, 
minima introduced now will be a hindrance to its activities. 

 
15. The SJA therefore considers that neither version of the amendment should 

become law. 
 
Offences in relation to “paid-for” sexual activities 
16. A number of broad approaches to the law on prostitution are possible. One is that 

prostitution is immoral, and should therefore be suppressed by criminalising it. 
Another is that it may be immoral, but ineradicable, and criminalisation, by driving 
it underground, creates risks for those involved in it so great that while some 
associated activities might be criminalised, prostitution itself should not. A third is 
that, again it may be immoral, but ineradicable, and it impinges upon most people 
as a form of nuisance. A fourth is that prostitution is an acceptable activity and 
might be regulated, but should not be otherwise criminalised. 

 
17. The fourth of these broad approaches is unlikely to be adopted in Scotland in the 

foreseeable future. Policy has in general swithered uneasily between the third 
and second approaches, which explains the non-criminalisation of prostitution 
itself, and the nature of the related offences described below, including their 
curiously ad hoc appearance in different pieces of legislation. The first has not 
been tried for some centuries. 

 
18. At present, prostitution is not an offence, either for prostitute, or client, but there 

are related offences of: 
 

(i) soliciting and importuning (as defined) for the purposes of 
prostitution by a prostitute in a public place (as one of a 
number of “Offences of annoying, offensive, obstructive or 
dangerous behaviour”)15;  

(ii) soliciting or importuning by a man “for immoral purposes”16 (as 
an offence of “Trading in prostitution and brothel-keeping”); 

(iii) reverse soliciting (as defined) by a potential client in a public 
place (as an “Offence related to prostitution”)17;  

                                                            
15 Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982, s46. 
16 Criminal Law (Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 1995, s11(1)(b). 
17 Prostitution (Public Places) (Scotland) Act 2007, s1(1). 
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(iv) living on the earnings of male18 (as a “Homosexual offence”) or 
female19 prostitution (also as an offence of “Trading in 
prostitution and brothel-keeping”); and  

(v) arranging the arrival in, or departure from, the United Kingdom 
of an individual, “intend[ing] to exercise control over 
prostitution by the individual or to involve the individual in the 
making or production of obscene or indecent material” (as an 
offence of “Traffic in prostitution, etc”)20.   

 
19. Thus, there is a case for consolidation of such offences. However, while the 

proposed Amendment 8 appears to include all of the above, it not only alters the 
drafting by replacing terms such as “solicit” and “importune” with “advertise”, 
“facilitate” (and possibly “engage in”), by using the very phrase “engage in”, it 
also appears to include prostitution itself. This would constitute a major change of 
policy. 

 
20. Moreover, it does not appear that the “paid for sexual activities”, “advertising paid 

for sexual activities”, or “facilitating paid for sexual activities” are required to be in 
public, as is presumably implicit in the aim of criminalising prostitution, as such. 
Apart from any other consideration, this raises questions of enforceability. 

 
21. It is also noticeable that, while the details of what constitutes payment are dealt 

with extensively (ss 11A(2), (3)(a),(b), 11C(2), (3), (4)(b)), Amendment 8 turns on 
the phrase “sexual activity” without actually defining it. Admittedly, the existing 
offences do not define “prostitution”, but “sexual activities” seems a good deal 
broader, including, for example, kissing, so it is not clear what activities are 
intended to be covered. 

 
22. (Incidentally, Amendment 8B would create an offence of “profiting from co-erced 

paid-for sexual activities”, which may already be covered by “facilitating 
engagement” in the proposed s11C. However, Amendment 8A would extend 
coverage by including “Causing alarm etc. by engaging in paid-for sexual 
activity”). 

 
23. Thus, the SJA concludes that any proposed amendments of this kind should 

again only be preceded by proper consultation. 
 

 
The Scottish Justices Association 
17 March 2010 

                                                            
18 Criminal Law (Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 1995, s13(9). 
19 Criminal Law (Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 1995, s11(1)(a). 
20 Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2003, s22. 
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